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counteracted by HIV-1 Vif [21,22]. It is possible that Vif
might be fully functional and active in interactions that
involve multiple targets.
Cells have evolved an astonishing number of mechanisms to protect themselves from viral invaders, however,
viruses have developed stealthy mechanisms to escape
these inhibitory pathways. The battle between cells and
retroviruses is an ancient and on-going one. APOBEC3G,
Hck and Sp140 are not the only recently identified cellular
defenders in this battle. Gao et al. [23] have reported on
ZAP, a protein that targets and destroys viral mRNAs, and
Hatziioannou et al. [24] have described the antiretroviral
factors Fv1 and Lv1, which target the capsid proteins of
incoming retroviral cores of the viral DNA. Though overall
we should not expect these new findings to translate to
antiviral treatment for patients in the near future, they
certainly bring us a giant step ahead and make biomedical
scientists more hopeful in the battle against pathogenic
viral infections.
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Gene duplication is considered an important prerequisite for gene innovation that can facilitate adaptation to
changing environments. The analysis of 106 bacterial
genome sequences has revealed the existence of a significant number of paralogs. Analysis of the functional
classification of these paralogs reveals a preferential
enrichment in functional classes that are involved in
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transcription, metabolism and defense mechanisms.
From the organization of paralogs in the genome we
can conclude that duplicated genes in bacteria appear
to have been mainly created by small-scale duplication
events, such as tandem and operon duplications.
Microbial genomes have a considerable fraction of genes
that are homologous to other genes within the same
genome [1,2]. There are basically two ways through which
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Glossary
HOMOLOGS : genes ascribed to the same gene family indicating that they have a
common ancestry.
ORPHANS : single copy genes without any homolog.
ORTHOLOGS : homologous genes from different genomes ascribed to the same
gene family, evolved by speciation.
PARALOGS : homologous genes within a genome ascribed to the same gene
family, created by duplication.
PARANOME : collection of paralogous genes.
STRAIN-SPECIFIC EXPANSIONS (SSE): gene families of paralogs without any
orthologs, and consequently restricted to one strain.
XENOLOGS : homologous genes within a genome ascribed to the same gene
family, obtained by horizontal gene transfer.

such intra-genome HOMOLOGS (see Glossary) can arise:
(i) through duplication, where both gene copies are called
PARALOGS , and (ii) by acquiring similar genes from outside
sources through horizontal gene transfer, where both gene
copies are called XENOLOGS . Although the latter case is not
a duplication mechanism sensu strictu, such similar genes
can act as if they were actual paralogs. The process by
which paralogs are generated usually depends on repeated
sequences within the genome, such as the widely distributed rRNA genes, insertion elements, or other transposable elements or repetitive element (REP) sequences [3,4].
Gene duplication occurs as an evolutionary response in
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bacteria that have been exposed to different selection
pressures, such as starvation conditions and thermal
stress [5 –7]. When the selective pressure is removed the
duplicates can be rapidly lost, thereby forming a reversible
adaptive mutation that alters gene dosage without really
altering genetic information. In addition to this short-term
evolutionary advantage, gene duplication and consequent
functional divergence is considered an important evolutionary step towards diversity in the functional repertoire
of an organism. This presumably enables the organism to
adapt to varying environmental conditions and to broaden
the phenotypes that it expresses [8,9]. Together with horizontal gene transfer and gene loss, gene duplication is also
considered an important process that shapes prokaryotic
genomes [10– 12]. Detailed analysis of the duplication
events that have occurred is essential for understanding
the evolutionary dynamics of prokaryotic genomes. To
date, studies on gene duplication in prokaryotes have only
been performed on a limited number of genomes, and have
either been focusing on the degree of duplication in
individual genomes [1,2] or on the possible causes for
functional divergence of bacterial paralogs [9]. Here, we
discuss the duplication history of 106 complete bacterial
genomes, the occurrence of tandem and block duplications, and the functional composition of the PARANOME .

Box 1. Detection of paralogs and block duplications
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Genome segment A

Inverted block duplication
Block duplication

Tandem duplication

Genome segment A

The detection of duplicated genes is based on determining homologous
genes within a genome. To obtain candidate homologs, protein
sequences are compared against each other in a sequence similarity
search, using BLASTp [27]. One way to select ‘suitable’ homologs is to
apply an E-value cut-off, as used in previous analyses [1,9]. In our
approach, two protein sequences are called homologous when they
share more than 30% overall sequence identity (recalculated to a
similarity along the entire amino acid sequence, as suggested elsewhere [28], and not as a similarity over the alignable region) and have an
alignable region of more than 150 amino acids. For matching sequences
with an alignable region of less than 150 amino acids, a cut-off curve
based on homology-derived secondary structure prediction identity is
used to determine whether the two sequences are homologous [29].
Based on the obtained list of intra-genome homologs, the degree
of duplication per genome was determined. Annotated phage- and
transposon-related sequences and homologs to such elements were
excluded from the analysis.
A block duplication is a genomic segment (containing multiple genes)
rather than individual genes that have been duplicated. Such block or
segmental duplications within a genome can be recognized as regions
with statistically significant conserved gene content and order, referred
to as colinearity. To detect a colinear genomic region, a ‘map-based’
approach can be applied, in which the dataset consists of all gene
products and their position on a genomic sequence. For all gene
products, pairs of homologous genes are determined as described
above. The information on homologous genes is then stored in a
so-called gene homology matrix (GHM) of n by n elements (n being the
total number of genes in the genome), each non-zero element (x,y)
being a pair of homologous genes (x and y denote the coordinates of
these genes) (Figure I). In the matrix, colinear regions are represented as
diagonal lines, whereas tandem duplications are manifested as purely
horizontal or vertical lines, inversions can be detected by looking at the
organization of the elements, and gaps in diagonal regions refer to gene
loss in one of the duplicated segments. A colinear region is therefore
defined in the matrix representation as several points showing diagonal
proximity. Previously, we developed the software tool ADHoRe
(automated detection of homologous regions) for detecting block
duplications and applied it to eukaryotic genomes [30– 32].

TRENDS in Microbiology

Figure I. A part of the gene homology matrix of Salmonella typhimurium LT2.
A small part of the S. typhimurium LT2 genome was compared against itself
using the ADHoRe algorithm [30]. Only half of the gene homology matrix is
shown, as both halves are identical. Green and red dots indicate pairs of
homologous genes that are in the same or inverted orientation, respectively.
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Figure 1. Prevalence of paralogs within 106 complete bacterial genome sequences. Each bar represents the size of the genome in terms of the number of open-reading
frames (ORFs) and is divided into five categories: (i) genes occurring in block duplicated regions, (ii) duplicated genes (not in block), (iii) singleton genes with homologous
genes in other genomes, (iv) phage- or transposon-related genes (Ph and/or Tn), and (v) orphans (genes without any homolog). The phylogenetic tree is based on 16S
rRNA and was constructed by neighbour-joining as implemented in TREECON [33] and considering among-site rate variation [34]. Nodes that have bootstrap support
above 50% and 75% are indicated with a white and black dot, respectively. Obligate intracellular organisms are shown in blue. See also our website for detailed numerical
data (http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/).
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Furthermore, the paranome is discussed in relation to the
whole bacterial proteome, in particular, with respect to
strain-specific gene family expansions and the shared set
of bacterial core genes. The approach used for detecting
duplicated genes and block duplications is detailed in Box 1.
The bacterial paranome
The occurrence, genomic organization and functional
annotation of homologous genes within each of the 106
bacterial genomes were analyzed. Each of the surveyed
genomes exhibits a significant number of paralogs,
ranging from 7% of its proteome for Rickettsia conorii to
41% for Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) (on average
23.5 ^ 8.7; see Figure 1). As shown previously using a
smaller dataset of 23 genomes [1,2], our data confirm that
the genome size is strongly correlated with the number of
paralogs in a linear regression (R2 . 0.94); additional
material can be viewed on our website (http://www.psb.
ugent.be/bioinformatics/) under the section entitled ‘Supplementary Material’. The total combined bacterial paranome consists of 87 866 proteins (i.e. 29% of the proteome
under study). The largest group of paralogs (. 50 genes)
encodes ABC-type transporters, transcriptional regulators
or dehydrogenases. In the case of Escherichia coli K12, for
which a list of predicted horizontally acquired genes is
available [13], , 16% of the 1425 intra-genome homologs
were estimated to have been acquired by horizontal gene
transfer. Therefore, all other genes are assumed to have
evolved by gene duplication.
Regarding the organization of paralogous genes within
the genomes, it was found that 15% of the paranome
consists of tandem duplicates, and 9.5% is located in block
duplicated segments. Streptococcus agalactiae NEM316
showed a maximum of 9.31% of its genes in block
duplications, whereas for 16 genomes block duplications could not be found at all. The majority of
these genomes (i.e. 14 out of 16) are from obligate
intracellular organisms, which are characterized by an
overall strong reduction in genome size (Figure 1). An
analysis of the block duplicated regions showed that the
majority resembles the typical bacterial operon size (three
to four genes). In the case of E. coli K12, one of the few
organisms for which operons have been identified experimentally [14], the detected block duplicated regions were
checked for similarity to previously described operons. All
E. coli block duplicated segments were categorized into 20
groups (one group containing between two to seven
homologous blocks), of which ten contain at least one
known operon [Figure 2; and see also our website
(http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/)
for
more
examples]. Evolution of the operon content by insertion,
deletion and/or tandem duplication is observed in several
groups. Furthermore, these ten groups can be regarded as
the result of paralogous operon acquisition, because none
of the operons was predicted to have been introduced into
the E. coli genome by horizontal transfer, with the
exception of the nickel transport operon [13]. This
horizontally acquired operon was shown to be similar to
six other block duplicated segments, of which three are
known operons encoding peptide uptake, and dipeptide
and oligopeptide transport.
www.sciencedirect.com
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The functional landscape of the paranome
For 48 genomes, a gene function description and a
functional class could be assigned for the majority of the
genes using the functional annotation provided for the
so-called COGs (clusters of orthologous groups) at NCBI
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/) [15]. An overview of
the functional landscape of the paranome for these 48
bacterial genomes is presented in Figure 3, which allows
us to determine whether paralog retention is biased
towards specific functional classes for each of the bacterial
strains. It appears that the preferentially retained duplicated genes mainly belong to the functional classes that
are associated with amino acid metabolism (class E, see
Figure 3), transcription (class K), inorganic ion metabolism (class P), and to a lesser extent with carbohydrate
metabolism (class G), defense mechanisms (class V), and
energy production and conversion (class C). For the classes
E, P and V the preferentially retained expansion can be
explained by the amplification of transport proteins, which
are known to be the largest families that contain the
greatest numbers of paralogs in a single organism [16].
Other known large families include the transcriptional
regulatory proteins and response regulators, which are
members of class K. In addition, more organism-specific
cases of paralog retention can be deduced from our
analysis [see our website (http://www.psb.ugent.be/
bioinformatics/) for a map that provides a detailed
overview of all strains by class combinations]. For
example, in the paranome of mycobacteria, two functional
classes with an excess of retained duplicated genes are
prominent, namely ‘lipid transport and metabolism’
(class I) and ‘secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport and catabolism’ (class Q). The fatty acid metabolism
group is in agreement with the complex nature of the
mycobacterium cell wall [17] and might reflect adaptive
evolution of the bacterial cell surface. In the Mycoplasma
and Ureaplasma genomes there is an enrichment in
defense proteins (class V), such as ABC-type antimicrobial
peptide transporters, multidrug efflux pumps, restriction
endonucleases and restriction modification systems. A
similar increase in ABC-type multidrug transporters is
observed for Rickettsia prowazekii Madrid E, which
confirms previous findings [18]. The biased retention of
duplicated motility genes (class N) and chemotaxis genes
(class T) in Borrelia burgdorferi, together comprising more
than 6% of its proteome, appear to be biologically linked.
Because B. burgdorferi lacks recognizable virulence
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Figure 2. Operon duplication and evolution in the Escherichia coli K12 genome.
Four block duplicated segments with conserved gene content and order are
shown. Each gene family is represented by a different color, and known operons
are marked with a blue box. Clear cases of operon content evolution by deletion,
gene fission and tandem duplication are observed in this group of sugar transport
operons. Other examples of operon duplications found in the E. coli genome can
be found on our website (http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/).
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Figure 3. The functional landscape of the paranome. Preferentially retained duplicated genes according to their functional classes are shown for those genomes for which
the functional classification is available; this can be found at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/). The functional distribution of the paranome in terms of percentages
is subtracted by the functional distribution of the single copy genes in terms of percentages, revealing the functional classes that have relatively more (yellow to red), or
less (gradient of blue) paralogs compared to single copy genes. The functional classes have been ordered according to relative average contribution. See also our website
(http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/) for more information on each strain– functional class combination. The different functional classes are abbreviated as follows:
C, energy production and conversion; D, cell cycle control, cell division and chromosome partitioning; E, amino acid transport and metabolism; F, nucleotide transport and
metabolism; G, carbohydrate transport and metabolism; H, coenzyme transport and metabolism; I, lipid transport and metabolism; J, translation, ribosomal structure and
biogenesis; K, transcription; L, replication, recombination and repair; M, cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis; N, cell motility; O, posttranslational modification, protein
turnover and chaperones; P, inorganic ion transport and metabolism; Q, secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport and catabolism; R, general function prediction only;
S, function unknown; T, signal transduction mechanisms; U, intracellular trafficking, secretion and vesicular transport; V defense mechanisms; X, none of the others. Note
that all genes or open-reading frames (ORFs) annotated as being transposon- or phage-related have been removed from this analysis.

factors, its ability to migrate to distant sites in the tick and
mammalian host is probably dependent on a robust
chemotaxis response, as reported previously by Fraser
and co-workers [19]. These authors suggest that multiple
chemotaxis genes can be differentially expressed under
varied physiological conditions, or that different flagellar
systems exist that require different chemotaxis systems.
Interestingly, a large number of Mycoplasma pneumoniae
M129 paralogs in class X occur in a limited number of
strain-specific expansions. As most of these genes are
described as (expressed) proteins with unknown function,
www.sciencedirect.com

further research is required to determine their role in the
organism’s lifestyle.
Strain-specific expansions
To analyze the taxonomic distribution of gene families,
the annotated protein sequences from the 106 bacterial
genomes (equal to 319 334 protein sequences) were
subjected to a inter-genome homology search analogous
to the intra-genome homology search described in Box 1.
On the basis of these homology relations, gene families
were constructed across genomes using a single-linkage
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clustering algorithm. Looking at the taxonomic distribution of the gene families (Figure 4), a total of 2121
families (5651 proteins) consist of genes that are restricted
to one strain (i.e. paralogs without any ORTHOLOGS ) and
consequently should be considered STRAIN-SPECIFIC
EXPANSIONS (SSE). Such SSE-families were found in
nearly all the genomes analyzed, although in different
numbers. Among the strains with the highest number of
SSE-families are Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482,
Bradyrhizobium japonicum, Nostoc sp. PCC 7120, and
Ralstonia solanacearum GMI1000. The expansion level of
the SSE-families (i.e. the number of members in the family)
ranges from 2 to 77, although the majority has a size
smaller than 3. The family with the highest expansion
level was found in Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482,
and encodes outer membrane proteins that are probably
involved in nutrient-binding. The majority of the other
families (,40%) consists of members that are labeled
‘protein of unknown function’, and is an interesting
dataset for further research. In theory, these families are
similar to the lineage-specific expansions (in the strictest
sense) described by Jordan and co-workers [8], who
suggested that such families were either derived de novo
in the current strain or that they diverged to such an
extent that significant sequence similarity to homologs in
other strains is no longer readily apparent. Such families
probably resemble an adaptive evolution of a strain to its
environment.
The bacterial core genes
The taxonomic distribution also revealed a subset of
gene families that is found in all 106 bacterial genomes
(51 families, 11 749 proteins), which can be considered
as representing house-keeping genes (Figure 4). These
Strain-specific
expansions
Bacterial core
All 106 strains 1 strain
genes
102–105 strains
(>95%)

2 strains
3%

4% 2%
11%

3–5 strains
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12%
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Figure 4. Taxonomic distribution of gene families. For each of the gene families,
the number of distinct strains in which the family was represented was determined. The results were divided into six categories (slices), going from gene
families represented in only one strain (strain-specific expansions) up to gene
families represented in all 106 strains (the bacterial core genes). The size of each
category is expressed as the percentage of the composite proteome that it
encloses (indicated within the slice).
www.sciencedirect.com
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core genes encode ribosome proteins, translation
elongation factors, tRNA-synthetases, ABC-type transporters, topoisomerases, polymerases and ATP/
GTPases; a detailed list can be found on our website
(http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/). The largest
family contains 5357 genes and corresponds to the
ABC-type transport superfamily, which is known to be
the largest group of paralogous genes in bacterial and
archaeal genomes [20,21]. In addition, there are
numerous gene families that are nearly ubiquitous,
this is largely because of erroneous gene annotations in
some organisms and to a lesser degree as a result of
non-orthologous gene displacement (unrecognizable
homology at the sequence level) [22]. The inclusion of
those gene families with members in more than 95% of
the genomes results in an additional 64 families (7686
proteins) that might be considered as part of the core.
These families were found to encode similar functions
as the core families sensu strictu, and in addition,
chaperonins, proteases, DNases and DNA ligase. More
than half of these core families contain more than one
gene per strain, and to some extent have therefore
been subject to gene duplication. Those core families
that have only one member per strain and are true
orthologs might be considered most valuable for
inferring bacterial phylogeny and for complementing
traditional 16S rDNA-based phylogenies [23,24]. When
the bacterial core families obtained in our study were
compared with the 205 ortholog families obtained in a
multigene phylogeny approach that had been applied
to the g-Proteobacteria [25], 70 families overlapped.
This means that 45 bacterial core families from our
analysis do not have unambiguous orthologous
relationships among its members, and that 135 gene
families that are conserved in the g-Proteobacteria are
not appropriate for phylogenetic studies on a broader
taxonomic scale.
In contrast to the ubiquitous gene families, a subset
of the proteome (57 174 proteins) does not cluster into
gene families and can be considered as strain-specific
genes (also referred to as ORPHANS ) within our dataset
(Figure 1). These orphans were subjected to a
homology search against all known proteins that
were not included in our dataset (i.e. non-genomic
proteins or recently added genomic proteins in SwissProt and TrEMBL). Using the stringent criteria
described previously, a subset of 3484 proteins (6.1%)
was found to show significant homology with other
bacterial genes. One might expect that the number of
genes without any homolog will decrease over time as
more and more complete genomes are sequenced.
However, it has been shown that, up to now, there
has been a constant rate of new gene family discovery,
suggesting that protein sequence space remains largely
unexplored [26].

Concluding remarks
Most of the duplicated genes in bacteria appear to have
been created by small gene duplication events. Evidence
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for large-scale gene duplications, such as those
observed in eukaryotic genomes, could not be detected
in any of the 106 bacterial genomes investigated.
Nevertheless, paralogous genes comprise a significant
fraction of the bacterial genome coding capacity.
Interestingly, there appears to be a clear correlation
between the number of retained duplicates and the
functional class to which they belong. In particular,
genes that are involved in adapting to a constantly
changing environment appear to be preserved, which
again shows the importance of gene duplication for
biological evolution.
Operons are the principal form of gene organization
and regulation in prokaryotes. Previously, comparative
analysis of prokaryotic genomes has shown that only a
few operons are conserved across large evolutionary
distances, suggesting that operons are relatively
unstable throughout evolution. In the bacterial paranome we found only a minority as potential retained
operon duplications (i.e. blocks of three to four genes),
whereas the majority of the duplicated genes occur as
single retained genes. The question remains as to
whether or not the block duplications that were
identified are under a strong selective pressure that
preserves gene co-expression and co-regulation in
duplicate, or alternatively, whether these represent
recently duplicated gene strings that have been spared
from rearrangements and disruption.
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